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The Tennessean is investigating how a paid advertisement from a fringe religious group
was published on Sunday in violation of the newspaper’s long-established standards.

The ad featured a bizarre, pseudo-religious “prophecy,” including the declaration of an
impending nuclear attack in Nashville by “Islam.”

The ad was immediately ordered to be pulled from future editions by sales executives
and the investigation launched. A similar ad, one that did not mention Islam but also
contained an end-times prophecy, published in the newspaper on June 17.

The newspaper’s advertising standards clearly forbid hate speech. Advertisements that
do not meet the paper’s standards are routinely rejected for publication.

Kevin Gentzel, President of Marketing Solutions and Chief Revenue Officer for Gannett,
parent company of The Tennessean, forcefully repudiated the advertisement in a tweet
on Sunday.

“Two ads ran this week in the Tennessean that clearly violate our advertising
standards,” Gentzel wrote. “We strongly condemn the message and apologize to our
readers. We are immediately investigating to determine how this could have happened.”

The Tennessean’s local sales leader also issued an apology.

“The advertisement that was placed within the Tennessean is not what we condone or
stand for within our advertising department guidelines and procedures,” said Ryan
Kedzierski, vice president of sales for Middle Tennessee.

“This advertisement should not have been published within The Tennessean and we are
sincerely sorry that this mistake took place. We are extremely apologetic to the
community that the advertisement was able to get through and we are reviewing
internally why and how this occurred and we will be taking actions immediately to
correct.

“No words or actions can describe how sorry we are to the community for the
advertisements that were published.   We will be utilizing the advertising dollars that
went toward the full-page ad placements and donating those funds to the American
Muslim Advisory Council.” 

Earlier in the day, The Tennessean’s editor expressed frustration over the pain the
advertisement had caused in Nashville and beyond.
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“Clearly there was a breakdown in the normal processes, which call for careful scrutiny
of our advertising content,” said Michael A. Anastasi, vice president and editor, noting
that news and sales divisions operate independently.

“The ad is horrific and is utterly indefensible in all circumstances. It is wrong, period,
and should have never been published. It has hurt members of our community and our
own employees and that saddens me beyond belief. It is inconsistent with everything
The Tennessean as an institution stands and has stood for and with the journalism we
have produced.”
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